Computer assisted image analysis methods for evaluation of periodontal wound healing.
The aims of this study were to determine the accuracy of the computer assisted image analysis method and to evaluate its application for the assessment of periodontal wound healing in dogs. Histological material was analyzed with an optic microscope connected to a CCD color camera which transmitted the image to a frame grabber converting the light signals into pixels from which the measurements could be obtained. Twenty sections were read to assess the intra- and inter-examiner reproducibility for the parameters of area filled by new tissue, area of epithelium, area of bone and linear measurements of the cementum. The data were statistically analyzed using the t-test to test the hypothesis that there was no difference between and within examiners. No statistically significant differences were noted (with a confidence interval of 95%) for any parameter when intra-examiner reproducibility was assessed. Similar results were achieved for surface areas when the inter-examiner readings were computed. However, values of linear measurements for cementum showed statistically significant differences between recorders (p < 0.05). Results were consistently uniform and the method demonstrated high accuracy when intra-examiner readings were evaluated.